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Dec. 7th Parent Strengths

Jan. 23rd Teacher 

Strengths
Jan. 25th Parent Strengths

Services offered to all AIG teachers

Inquiry based PD was great - 

good resources for the students
Flexibility for staffing

Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Two lead teachers
LIFT program resources for K-2 Opportunities for PD for all teachers

Two experienced lead teachers. AIG 

licensed teacher for gifted students.

Cohort group beneficial

The AIG department will work collaboratively 

with other instructionsl deparmtne wot 

implement rigorous and differentiated 

practices in AP classrooms to support students 

success. Staffing

Developing AIG program that 

addresses multiple levels of AIG.

Targeted prof. development 

modules based on stakeholders 

needs

Two experienced lead teachers to help schools 

provide effective programming

We have lead teachers and certified 

teachers with a wealth of 

experience and knowledge who can 

be resources to inform program 

changes

Intentional collaborative planning 

for ALL AIG by subject, level, 

vertical etc.

In theory AIG licensed teachers for all gifted 

students

K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Alignment of the AIG programs 

mission and development 

opportunities

Comprehensive
Acceleration of at least one grade level in Math 

& LA
Social - Emotional

We have a certification program 

that can be used to improve AIG 

teacher ability

Assistance with implementing 

differentiated instruction PD

Grouping HAG together improves their overall 

experience. The HAG student being placed in a 

group of their academic and age peers allows 

them to be pushed, focuses the resources 

rather than diffusing them.
AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Lead coordinator of Local AIG 

program and plan is an AIG licensed 

educator

Focus on differentiation with in 

the gifted classroom
PD opportunities for teachers

Communication

Teachers are expected to 

collaborate with administrators, 

parents, students and other 

teachers to meet needs of AIG 

student.

K-2 students will receive enrichment 

opportunities

Teacher Practices/Student Performance

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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The opportujity for in-district AIG 

teachers who have success with 

research-based effective strategies 

to host workshops and shre with 

other AIG teachers. This would help 

consistency

There appears to be provision for various & 

multiple "out of the box" learning experiences

Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Two experienced lead teachers  Self contained HAG services Community Partnerships

AIG licensed teachers for all gifted 

students

Lead teachers to provide seminars and support 

for how to teach this population

K-2 teachers will get PD for nurturing & 

hopefully recognizing the different types of 

gifted learners

Program that attends to the unique needs of 

HAG/AG kids

Establishes the goal of achieving 

consistency in practice among and 

between schools

Allows enrichment and acceleration

Magnet models

Your state pre-assessment will occur to 

determine mastered grade level curriculum; 

insider doing so at beginning of yr. (released 

EOG for that grade level) So they truly are 

accelerated and not just telescoped.

Social/emotional needs addressed
Provide more training for teachers

Uses different strategies - 

enrichment and acceleration
Mastered curriculum

Homogenous setting for HAG

Subject acceleration is great? Consider doing it 

in SS & Science in MS

Accelerated program for 1 grade - 

level in LA/Math AIG - 2 grade - level 

HAG in LA/Math

Evidence based resources to enhance learning

Planned partnership between AIG 

office and Office of Early Learning 

and select schools w/ underserved 

students to provide additional 

support and professional 

development

The DEP's are great but were in the last plan & 

undelivered. What is the accountability for 

this? Will it happen this time?

encompasses all grade levels Service learning projects

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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Professional development for K-2
Special projects that enrich learning experience

Teachers can make choices about 

their curriculum needs

Honors, Seminar, AP courses offered

IB opportunity

Provides that the AIG office will 

offer opportunities for HAG teachers 

to collaborate re: best practices and 

resources for students in the HAG 

program.

Good extracortical programs at 

some schools and summer 

enrichment opportunities

High School AP Courses and Credit 

by Demonstrated Mastery Honors 

Seminar

Accelerated instruction. Research 

show this is the best way to serve 

gifted

HAG program

Student Interest Survey for 

instructional tasks & assignments

School choice to serve student 

academic needs

Variety of options for HS - Honors, 

AP, College, IB, Career Center

Collaboration through PLTs

Professional Development & 

Support for teachers

Opportunities for teachers to learn 

diverse methods to teach for 

success. Development of future 

skills to promote student success

Acceleration of 1 grade AG / 2 grade 

HAG

Full day homogenous classes for 

HAG
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Acceleration Model

Homogeneous Classrooms (HAG) All 

day program

Clustering Gifted Students

K-2 fostering for all students

PLT's for AIG students to focus on 

their needs

Honors/Seminar/AP are offered

Interest surveys of students

Extra Curricular Opportunities

Homogenous classes for HAG 

students in grades 3-8

Accelerated HAG program 3-8

encouraging research based choices 

in instructional practices

Employing diverse methodologies to 

allow students to learn difficult 

materials in different ways

Intention to address AIG needs at all 

schools and multiple levels

Honors, Seminar, Apclasses offered 

at High School Level

Cater education to learners

Opportunities provided to AIG 

teachers like conferences & 

resources

PD opportunities for teachers

Professional development of K-2 

teachers for gifted learners before 

official testing

Consultative & LIFT services

K-2 services to identify talents early - 

develop them - keeps kids 

motivated to learn.

Teachers will pre-assess to ensure 

that AIG students have mastered 

grade curriculum in depth before 

acceleration
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Focus on deeper learning & critical 

thinking skills

Advanced ability grouping for 

subject acc.

Provide enrichment opportunities 

for students demonstrating 

potential to perform at high levels - 

early identification
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Dec. 7th Parent Weaknesses

Jan. 23rd Teacher 

Weaknesses
Jan. 25th Parent Weaknesses

Best practices not shared between 

personnel

Students need guidance for SEL

Why do math, social studies, science 

teachers at middle school not need 

AIG certification? Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Personnel are not given voice in 

creation of AIG PPT teams

Are we doing enough to get AIG 

teachers?

Not all teachers of gifted students are 

licensed, others don't keep abreast of 

gifted PD

The standard does not specify 

consequences for not achieving AIG 

licensure within 2 years.

PLTs are with regular ed teachers

1/2 time program manager split with 

magnet. Annukal turnover in this 

position. Too little administrative 

commitment for all gifted, IB, AP 

(6000+ students) Staffing

Plan permits teachers to serve AIG 

students prior to licensure (while 

seeking a license). The same is true for 

AP students.

Need monthly PD where we can 

collaborate with other teachers & 

discuss resources

Specificity of who is AIG coordinator 

and who decides at each school?

AG teachers get no feedback from AG 

certified staff

Plan talks about AIG teachers, 

need to change language 

AIG/AP/IB

There are not enough certified AIG 

teachers to serve the number or AIG 

students. K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Add-on classes are no longer offered
Focus lacks and priorities

Access to PD for regular ed. Teachers. 

Video? Social - Emotional

The plan standard is written in a goal 

oriented way, versus what can actually 

be achieved during year one. For 

example " The district is working to 

ensure all AIG students are served by 

AIG licensed personnel…" page 20

Practice D: No mention of IB, (but 

AP is mentioned)

AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Teachers need to be AIG licensed for 

ELA and Math and certified at the 

appropriated instructional level. 

Capable of teaching the curriculum at 

the level of advancement appropriate 

to the classroom.

Quality of instructors for 

professional development

Communication

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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No full time AG coordinator

Practice C: training for AIG 

coordinators & effective 

communication esp. concerning 

testing & identification
Teacher Practices/Student Performance

That teachers are only required to be 

seeking training to teach AIG/AP. AP in 

particular is highly challenging and 

teachers should be finished or nearly 

finished training.

Lack of professional development 

for IB (funding, support) 

*Required by IB but difficult to 

get support.

Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Professional development services 

offered, but not always required. 

Likewise, schools must request 

additional training. Community Partnerships

Provide adequate funds to schools to 

provide licensed teachers at each grade 

level. No COMBINED classes.

Best practices not shared between 

schools with common populations

Practice D: "As needed the district may 

provide funding to support to 

teachers"Teachers deserve more 

definite support as they work to 

support students.

Not all have the AIG license. Can I do 

we pay for fees for teachers who want 

it? K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Plan for continuous improvement in the 

AIG identification process is not 

mentioned Social - Emotional

PD opportunities are poor and do not 

address things to raise achievement AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Extracurricular Acitivities

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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We do not have certified teachers in all 

of our AIG classrooms Communication

No mention of PD offered in Spanish for 

DLI teachers Teacher Practices/Student Performance

Coordinator position is not focused on 

AIG program Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Turnover of coordinator position Community Partnerships

Program manager split with magnet 

(HALF TIME)

Not all AIG teachers licensed 

appropriately

No full time committed program 

director with too much turnover

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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Dec. 7th Parent  Opportunities

Jan. 23rd Teacher 

Opportunities

Jan. 25th Parent 

Opportunities

Encourage passionate and successful 

teachers

Increase involvement with local 

universities - School of the Arts, 

WSSU, Wake Forest

Transparency of advisory 

committee?
Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Teachers want PD to be authentic

Effective PD to increase 

attendance - for collaboration

We need a dedicated AIG 

program manager who has 

substantial experience in 

the gifted classroom, 

supports out research 

based acceleration model, 

can effectively collaborate 

with stakeholders, has 

aptitude for the metrics 

that should drive 

improvements

Opportunity for highly experienced and 

successful teachers (AIG licensed) to be 

models whose classrooms can be 

observed by less experienced or under 

performing AIG teachers

Include more PD relevant to IB

Teachers with a passion for 

appropriate training in 

gifted education will most 

effectively serve gifted 

students
Staffing

Available data to better understand 

low AIG growth scores and any 

correlation with teachers, schools, and 

upper level support staff/plans

AIG PLTs?

We need to preserve and 

expand the number of lead 

teachers to improve 

programming

Engage teachers in an authentic 

community to share ideas

I like the possible idea for an 

AIG/HAG teacher handbook, but 

maybe one is needed for 

coordinators too

Since gifted licensure 

doesn't lead to increased 

pay, need to find creative 

ways to identify & train 

enough AIG teachers
K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Opportunity to gather best practices 

and recommendations from similarly 

situated districts

Focus - Roll out the program in 

stages will result in greater "buy 

in"

Teachers licensed with just 

the praxis need enhanced 

district support with pre + 

post test professional 

development
Social - Emotional

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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Look at successful teachers and schools 

and use them for input into program 

and changing plan. Give these 

stakeholders a strong voice 

PD available - by zones - virtually 

with technology - on early release 

days vs. after school

The district goal is to 

support virtual and face to 

face collaboration 

opportunities amoung 

schools and educators AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Dedicated AIG program manager, 

appropriately trained gifted teachers 

will benefit students

PD for ALL K-2 teachers for LIFT

Communication

Fund certification - require length of 

service after certification and pay back 

if not met Teacher Practices/Student Performance

Establish resource library for materials 

who district can access in partnership 

with high resource local universities.

AIG PLTs

Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

Opportunity to create AIG/HAG teacher 

handbook prior to implementation of 

plan so that expectations/best 

practices are known on day one.

AIG PLTs

Community Partnerships

Must improve accountability for 

AIG/HAG teachers and instruction

Focus more on K-2 

opportunities for identified 

students (offer for teachers & 

students)
Dedicated AIG program manager, 

AIG certified teachers and certified 

curriculum

Continued Acceleration AIG/ HAG 

classes?

More student-driven projects & 

research that develop individual 

interest, skills, concepts that are 

relevant to the standards.

Increased Hispanic population will 

provide pipeline for future Spanish 0 

English instructors for AIG

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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Opportunity to learn from similarly 

situated school districts that have 

successfully implemented 

differentiated curriculum and 

instruction. Have them consult with 

WSFCS on an ongoing basis.

Train all teachers so all students can 

have opportunities to be challenged 

even if they don't meet all AIG criteria, 

by maybe excel on one area

Do more to enrich curriculum & 

learning opportunities by partnering 

with our many colleges, hospitals, 

business, guest speakers, meaningful 

field trips etc.

Increased teacher adv. Allow for 

greater translation services for teacher 

to be able to teach ELL

Dependencies on pilot programs and 

procedures should be removed from 

the plan. Pilots should be assessed 

independently so as to minimize 

impact to plan.

Improve AIG services at all sites, but 

consolidate HAG back to site so 

resources can be strengthened

Research what the strong performing 

AIG classes/schools are doing based on 

growth scores and try to replicate that 

at lower performing sites.

More opportunities for teacher 

mentoring sharing of best practices so 

curriculum can be well taught in all 

gifted classrooms
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meaningful professional development 

so teachers can do well in presenting 

AIG curriculum

Find a way to reward teachers that 

sponsor activities such as Odyssey of 

the mind. AIG students are often the 

kids that participate in activities like 

this.

Truly accelerate ELA so that English 1 is 

avail. In 7th or 8th grade & this allows 

early graduation.

Allow AP coursed to be taken based on 

prerequisites, not grade level

Acceleration is the most robust, well-

researched model to optimize growth 

in gifted learners

Assign AIG students to one guidance 

counselor who is trained in the needs 

of gifted students

Pre-K more widely offered

Provide more honors/seminar electives 

in 9th & 10th grade

Continuity among acceleration at 

schools

Provide transparent data about 

performance and curriculum

Opportunities should be afforded to 

every school on equal levels. Resources 

should spread evenly.

Make summer enrichment 

opportunities for all AIG live in 

students in a timely time frame, not 

last minute

Offer support for teachers seeking AIG 

certification and training

more extra curricular opportunities 

offered at all schools

Incentives for teachers who are 

certified or want to become
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consolidate HAG at one sire - multiple 

delivery sites for HAG elementary 

dilutes resources, reduces 

collaboration and can lead to uneven 

acceleration. Definitely increases 

burden to have trained teachers at 

both sites.

Standardize curriculum for AG & HAG 

between schools so all students equal 

access to same acceleration.

More training in AIG for teachers. 

Especially for LIFT programs, which is 

all schools.

Have AIG funds travel with the AIG 

students (stay at identified student's 

school)

One robust AIG program per zone

one high school counselor dedicated to 

AIG per school

What interest surveys are referenced 

in practice F and how are they used?

Use HAG students as mentors for 

younger HAG or AG students. (Or high 

school students who were in HAG) for 

service learning.

Flexibility for HAG and AG teaches to 

do deeper dives in certain areas based 

on student interest.

Guidance counselors trained in gifted 

children counseling and availability of 

programs
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Dec. 7th Parent  Threats
Jan. 23rd Teacher Threats Jan. 25th Parent Threats

How will the district support and retain 

AIG licensed teachers? I have a child 

who went through the HAG program at 

Brunson and every one of his teachers 

left the program before he did to other 

schools or to another district

Too broad, lacks specifics - Too much will result in 

parts if not the whole being implemented
Lack of communication with parents

If the weaknesses are not addressed 

and the AIG population chooses to opt 

out of the WSFCS program, will it 

further diminish the odds of success?

Shortage of teachers (highly qualified)

Lack of leader consistency has 

resulted in a disjointed program with 

lackluster growth for AIG students

Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Professional development should be 

tailored to AIG teachers and calibrated 

across the district to facilitate 

consistency.

Buy-in
Inexperienced teachers without 

gifted training leads to lackluster 

growth in this population

AIG teachers being spread too thin

Time

We already have less administrative 

support than all other urban districts 

in the state for AIG. We need to 

augment, not reduce central support
Staffing

Asking too much of AIG teachers as 

compared to others (all teachers not 

required to do AIG PPT like meetings on 

ALL students)

No power school - new platform
Teachers who are not satisfied with 

their treatment in the district may 

leave

Teachers without adequate training or 

support

Pulling out our lead teachers to go 

back to the classroom takes away our 

most valuable AIG resource
K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

School calendar may not allow for 

enough professional development time 

for AIG teachers to achieve program 

objectives without too much time away 

from class or adding development days

Recruit as needed so you don't have 

to pull lead teachers

Social - Emotional

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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Too many programs (Problem/Project 

Based Learning, MI, Depth & 

Complexity) without communicating 

which is most important

During the 2019-2022 plan cycle, 

professional development offered 

from the district to the AIG teachers, 

AIG coordinators, and instructional 

facilitators will include school level.
AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Leadership developing plan changes 

and seeking input from parents to 

support a specific agenda without 

properly weighing input from teachers 

or AIG committee

Yearly standardized testing that 

dictates our teachers teach to the 

test, take large amounts of time, and 

take away from differentiated 

experience
Communication

Behavior problems teachers feel ill-

equipped to handle

Talk about diluting acceleration 

model when many gifted learners 

thrive with acceleration (and 

enrichment of course but that is 

everyone) Teacher Practices/Student Performance

AIG PPT will create false sense of 

differentiation to address student 

needs

Taking away an acceleration program 

for students who need it
Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties

inexperienced teachers in gifted 

classrooms without proper training 

hinders program development. Lack of 

consistent dedicated leadership

Lack of $$ for teacher training/PD

Community Partnerships

Parents who have a narrow view of 

what most benefits their own 

school/student, rather than system-

wide concerns.

The lack of access to AIG resources 

due to funding

Leader that leaves teachers floundering 

disjointed and therefore inconsistency 

of AIG/HAG programs individually & as 

compared to the whole.

Relatively poor growth of AIG 

students, particularly in math

Lack of growth shows that PD has not 

been what teachers need

Lack of transparency regarding details 

of this plan

Teachers focusing on how to help 

already, succeeding students, rather 

than those falling behind (even as AIG)

Funding & Budget

Collaboration
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Insufficient state funding for our 

teachers. We need to retain the best.

Investing in teachers state paying for 

certification, must pay back or contract 

period of payback.

Inexperienced teachers in gifted 

classrooms with inadequate training, 

leading to lack of growth in program.

Lack of leadership

Pulling resources away from teaching 

time to test/review portfolios will down 

time to advance curriculum/teaching

Seeming focus on diversity over 

performance/meeting needs of 

students who are qualified and need 

differentiated/advanced teaching

AIG teachers have access to resources 

but do they really understand how to 

use them?

Lead Teachers need to all be modeling 

the same coaching way

External factors, transportation for 

students due to school bus driver 

shortages, may prevent students from 

taking advantage of opportunities at 

certain schools.

Classroom management skills not 

addressed 

I don't see any behavior addressed
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District needs to do a better job 

researching WHY gifted were lowest 

subgroup in overall growth last year and 

start addressing that. Then gifted 

curriculum could be better & more 

consistently implemented. Having 

teachers without AIG certification teach 

gifted classes violates the plan and 

negatively affect the teaching of AIG 

curriculum

Holding HAG/AG as if it is a sort of 

secret society. Not opening up for 

students to be identified.

Continued lack of AIG growth will push 

more students to charter & private 

options.

Relatively poor growth of AIG students 

is at least partially due to uneven use of 

acceleration as well as # of identified 

students in AIG class, teacher 

experience & training, time spent in AIG 

classes, and administrative support.

Exceedingly sparse choice for electives 

in 9th grade. Only 1 or 2 honors 

options, not honors language. Lack of 

English 1 in middle school prevents 

early graduation.

Less educated teacher teaching AIG 

programs. Ensure team members are 

qualified for the program. Address 

individual needs for success. 

Decentralization in the program.
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Unintended consequence all students 

should have access to acceleration, but 

if through portfolio process students 

are identified that are not successful in 

AIG, this may harm their self-esteem 

and take additional time from the 

teacher. If 3-5 HAG was in one location, 

maybe coach/mentor/tutor? position 

could be created to help students.

Not following through on what plan 

says.

Under-performance of AIG subgroup.

Funding.

As it is underperforming, some parents 

are not choosing the program.

Students who are underperforming are 

threatening the curriculum being 

taught.

AIG students are being pulled to private 

schools.

State testing standards erode teacher 

flexibility and time to go deeper.
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Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Curriculum

Extracurricular Acitivities
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AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Teacher Practices/Student Performance

Advanced/Acceleration Opportunties


